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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this article is the study of the nonlinear abstract wave
equation with strong damping,
› 2 u t y A › u t y B u t s 0, for t G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t t
1.1Ž .½ Çu 0 s f , › u 0 s f ,Ž . Ž .t
in a general Banach space X. Here › s drdt, A is a closed lineart
operator in X satisfying the Hille]Yosida condition with the exception of
Ž .the density of the domain D A of A and B is a nonlinear operator
Ž .defined on D A . It should be noted here that there are some interesting
Ž .articles that discuss problem 1.1 under the assumption that A is the
Ž w x.generator of an analytic semigroup on X see Webb 13 .
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w xThis article is closely related to the works of Neubrander 6 and Oka
w x w x Ž . Ž .8 . In 6 , the semilinear case of B w s Bw q f w , where B is a closed
Ž . Ž .linear operator with D B > D A and f is a nonlinear operator defined
on X, was extensively studied, and the results obtained were applied to the
linear strongly damped wave equation, the Klein]Gordon equation and so
on. The case where B is a time-dependent linear operator was studied in
w x Ž .8 . His idea is applicable to problem 1.1 , if the nonlinear operator › B
Ž .appearing in condition b satisfies the local Lipschitz continuity condi-2
tion,
A A A A› B w , z y › B w , z F m R w y w q z y z . 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ã Ã Ã› B
Ž . t Ž .In fact, the desired solution u is given by u t s f q H ¤ s ds for t g0
w x0, T , where ¤ is the unique fixed point of a strict contraction which maps
Žw x w Ž .x.w g C 0, T : D A to a unique solution z of the problem,
t Çw x› z t s Az t q B f q w s ds , for t g 0, T , z 0 s f .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ht ž /0
The purpose of this article is to study the nonlinear abstract wave equation
Ž . Ž . Ž .1.1 under a weaker condition 2.2 than 1.2 . In our setting his method
breaks down because of the lack of local Lipschitz continuity of › B.
Ž .Equation 1.1 is the abstract version of the following quasi-linear hyper-
bolic equation with linear viscosity which was studied by several authors.
Thus,
w w x¡u y s u y mu s 0, for t , x g 0, ‘ = 0, 1 ,Ž . Ž . .t t x t x xx~ wu t , 0 s u t , 1 s 0, for t g 0, ‘ ,Ž . Ž . . 1.3Ž .¢ Ç w xu 0, x s f x ,u 0, x s f x , for x g 0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
Here m is a positive constant. Because we want to find a solution for
Ž . Ž . w . w xthis problem such that 1.3 is verified pointwise in t, x g 0, ‘ = 0, 1 ,
Ž .in the applications of abstract theory to problem 1.3 we choose as a
w xwhole space X the Banach space of continuous functions on 0, 1 with
supremum norm. This setting leads us to consider operators A which do
not have dense domains as in the previous text. The inhomogeneous
abstract Cauchy problems in such settings were initiated by Da Prato and
w x w xSinestrari 1 . We refer to an article by Sinestrari 10 for some interesting
results on the abstract Cauchy problem of ``parabolic'' type. It should be
Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž Ž ..noted here that condition 2.2 on B defined by B u x s s u9 x 9
2Ž . Ž .needs only s g C R , although the Lipschitz continuity condition 1.2
requires the local Lipshitz continuity of s 0 as an additional assumption.
Ž . Ž .This is the reason why we impose assumption 2.2 instead of 1.2 .
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Ž .Section 2 is devoted to a fundamental theorem Theorem 2.5 on the
Ž .local solvability of 1.1 . An outline of the proof is as follows: We first
 4 1Žw x w Ž .x. Ž .construct approximate solutions u in C 0, T : D A of 1.1 induc-n
Ž . t Ž . w xtively by defining u t s f q H w s ds for t g 0, T , where w is an 0
unique solution of the problem,
Çw x› w t s Aw t q B u t , for t g 0, T , w 0 s f ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t ny1
Ž .  4and u t s f, and show that the sequence u converges to u in0 n
Žw x w Ž .x.C 0, T : D A as n “ ‘. We then want to show that › u converges int n
Žw x w Ž .x.C 0, T : D A as n “ ‘. Formally, the derivative ¤ [ › u of a solutiont
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..u to 1.1 must satisfy the evolution equation › ¤ t s A¤ t q B u t andt
ÇŽ .the initial condition ¤ 0 s f, and therefore A › u must coincide with thet
Žw x .solution z g C 0, T : X of the integral equation,
z t q B u tŽ . Ž .Ž .
t y1Çs T t Af q B f q T t y t › B u t , A z t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . H
0
1.4Ž .
w x  Ž . 4for t g 0, T , where T t : t G 0 is a semigroup generated by A. The
 Ž . 4integral of the right-hand side does not make sense, because T t : t G 0
is not defined on the whole space X because of the lack of density of
Ž .D A in X. Our arguments used to overcome such difficulty is based on
Ž . Ž . Žthe ``generalized variation of constants'' formulas 2.5 and 2.6 see
.  4 Žw x w Ž .x.Theorem A2 . The proof of convergence of › u in C 0, T : D A nowt n
Ž .may be completed by finding the solution z of 1.4 and showing that
Žw x .A › u converges to z in C 0, T : X as n “ ‘. This proof is adapted fromt n
the method for solving abstract quasilinear evolution equations in nonre-
Ž w x w xflexive Banach spaces see Kobayasi and Sanekata 5 , Kato 3 , and
w x.Tanaka 12 . Section 3 contains a sufficient condition for the global
Ž .solvability for 1.1 and its applications.
2. LOCAL EXISTENCE THEOREM
This section is devoted to the study of local solvability of the problem
Ž .1.1 . We begin by setting up basic hypotheses on A and B appearing in
Ž .1.1 .
We assume that A is a closed linear operator in X satisfying the
condition
Ž . Ž . Ž .a There are constants M G 1 and v G 0 such that v, ‘ ; r A
and
ym ym
lI y A F M l y v , for l ) v and m G 1.Ž . Ž .
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Two conditions in the following text are imposed on the operator B:
Ž .D A “ X.
Ž . Ž .b For each R G 0 there is m R ) 0 such that1 B
A AB w y B w F m R w y w , 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã ÃB
Ž . A A Ž . A Afor w, w g S R . Here the norm ? on D A is defined by w sÃ
5 5 5 5 Ž . Ž .  Ž . A A 4w q Aw for w g D A , and S R s w g D A : w F R .
Ž . 1Žw . w Ž .x. w Ž .xb If u g C 0, ‘ : D A , where D A is the Banach space2
Ž . A A Ž Ž ..D A equipped with norm ? , then the function t “ B u t is differ-
w . Ž .entiable in X on 0, ‘ , and there is a nonlinear operator › B: D A =
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..D A “ X such that › B u t s › B u t , › u t for t G 0. Here thet t
operator › B satisfies the following condition: For each R G 0 there is a
Ž . w .nondecreasing function r R; ? defined on 0, ‘ , satisfying the property› B
Ž . Ž .lim r R; r s 0, and m R ) 0 such thatr x 0 › B › B
A A A A› B w , z y › B w , z F r R; w y w q m R z y z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ã Ã Ã› B › B
for w , z , w , z g S R = S R . 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ã
Ž . Ž .Remark 2.1. The following assertions follow from 2.1 and 2.2 , re-
spectively:
Ž . Ž .i For each R G 0 there is l R ) 0 such thatB
B w F l R , for w g S R . 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B
Ž . Ž .ii For each R G 0 there is l R ) 0 such that› B
› B w , z F l R , for w , z g S R = S R . 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .› B
w . w xLet J be an interval of the form 0, t or 0, t with t such that
Ž .0 - t - ‘. A function u defined on J is said to be a solution to 1.1 on J
1Ž w Ž .x. 2Ž . Ž .if u g C J, D A l C J, X and u satisfies 1.1 for t g J. Such
Ž . Ž . w .functions u are called local solutions to 1.1 . A solution to 1.1 on 0, ‘ is
Ž .called a global solution to 1.1 .
PROPOSITION 2.1. The following assertions hold.
Ž . Ž .i The problem 1.1 has at most one solution on any closed inter¤al
w x0, T .
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii For each f, f g D A = D A with Af q B f g D A ,Ž .
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . w Ž .xthere is a T f, f ) 0 such that problem 1.1 has a solution on 0, T f, f .
Ç ÇŽ . Ž .Moreo¤er, T f, f can be chosen common to all f, f in a bounded subset
Ž . Ž .of D A = D A .
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Before proving this proposition, we state the following results without
Ž w x.proof see Tanaka 12, Section 1 .
Ž .THEOREM A1. Assume condition a . Then the following assertions hold.
Ž .i For any x g D A and t G 0, the limit,Ž .
T t x s lim T t xŽ . Ž .l
lx0
exists in X, where the con¤ergence is uniform on e¤ery compact subinter¤al of
w . Ž . Ž .yw trlx0, ‘ . Here and subsequently, we write T t s I y l A for t G 0.l
 Ž . 4Moreo¤er, the family T t : t G 0 has the properties in the following text.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s T 0 x s x and T t q s x s T t T s x for any x g D A andŽ .1
t, s G 0;
Ž . Ž . w .s the mapping t “ T t x is continuous on 0, ‘ for any x g2
D A ;Ž .
v tŽ . 5 Ž . 5 5 5s T t x F Me x for x g D A and t G 0.Ž .3
Ž . Žw x .ii If f g C 0, T : X then the limit,
t
¤ t s lim T t y t f t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H l
lx0 0
w x Žw x .exists uniformly for t g 0, T , and ¤ g C 0, T : X .
1Žw x . Ž .THEOREM A2. Let f g C 0, T : X . If x g D A satisfies the compati-
Ž .bility condition Ax q f 0 g D A , then the inhomogeneous abstract CauchyŽ .
problem,
w x› u t s Au t q f t , for t g 0, T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .t CP; x , fŽ .½ u 0 s xŽ .
Žw x w Ž .x. 1Žw x .has a unique solution in the class C 0, T : D A l C 0, T : X satisfying
the following equalities,
t w xu t s T t x q lim T t y t f t dt , for t g 0, T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H l
lx0 0
2.5Ž .
t
Au t q f t s T t Ax q f 0 q lim T t y t › f t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . H l t
lx0 0
w xfor t g 0, T . 2.6Ž .
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Ž . w xProof of Proposition 2.1. Let u be a solution to 1.1 on 0, T . Integrat-
Ç tŽ . w x Ž . Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. .ing 1.1 over 0, t we obtain › u t s Au t q f y Af q H B u s dst 0
w x Ž . w xfor t g 0, T . If u is another solution to 1.1 on 0, T , then the functionÃ
Ž ?Ž Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ... . w x Ž .u y u is a solution to CP; 0, H B u s y B u s ds on 0, T . By 2.5Ã Ã0
Ž .and 2.6 we have
tt
u t y u t s lim T t y t B u s y B u s ds dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã ÃH Hl ž /lx0 0 0
and
t
A u t y u t s lim T t y t B u t y B u t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã ÃH l
lx0 0
t
y B u s y B u s ds,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .ÃH
0
w xfor t g 0, T . We choose R ) 0 so that
w x w xsup u t : t g 0, T k sup u t : t g 0, T F R . 4  4Ž . Ž .Ã
Ž . Ž .Applying condition a and 2.1 to two equalities in the foregoing text, and
adding the resulting inequalities we find
t
vTu t y u t F m R 1 q M 1 q T e u s y u s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã ÃŽ .HB
0
w x w xfor t g 0, T . Application of Gronwall's inequality gives u s u on 0, T .Ã
Ž .To prove assertion ii , let R ) 0 be fixed arbitrarily, and assume that
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .the initial data f, f satisfies f, f g S R = S R and the compatibil-
Ç Ž . Ž . Ž .ity condition Af q B f g D A . We now set l R s 2 M q 1 R q 1Ž . E
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..and l R s M 2 R q l R q l l R q 1, and define a set E byE B B E
¡ ƒ¤ 0 sf ,Ž .
1~ ¥w x¤ t Fl R , for tg 0, TŽ . Ž .w xEs ¤ gC 0, T : D A : .Ž .Ž . E¢ §w x› ¤ t Fl R , for tg 0, TŽ . Ž .t E
Here T ) 0 is yet to be determined. We note that E is nonempty, because
Ž . w xit contains the function u defined by u t s f for t g 0, T . Let ¤ g E.0 0
Ž . Ž Ž ..Condition b implies that the function t “ B ¤ t is an element of2
1Žw x . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .. w xC 0, T : X and › B ¤ t s › B ¤ t , › ¤ t for t g 0, T . By this factt t
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together with the compatibility condition, we deduce from Theorem A2
that the problem,
w x› w t s Aw t q B ¤ t , for t g 0, T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t ¤
CPŽ .½ Çw 0 s fŽ .
Žw x w Ž .x. 1Žw x .has a unique solution w in the class C 0, T : D A l C 0, T : X
satisfying the following equalities,
t¡ Çw t s T t f q lim T t y t B ¤ t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H l
lx0 0
~ Ç 2.7Aw t s T t Af q B f Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
t
q lim T t y t › B ¤ t , › ¤ t dt y B ¤ t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H l t¢
lx0 0
w xfor t g 0, T . This fact enables us to define a mapping F from E into
1Žw x w Ž .x. 2Žw x .C 0, T : D A l C 0, T : X by
t w xF¤ t s f q w s ds, for t g 0, T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž .¤ w xwhere w is a unique solution of CP on 0, T .
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. There is a T ) 0, depending only on R, such that F E ; E.
Proof. By the definition of F, we have
› 2 F¤ t y A › F¤ t y B ¤ t s 0, 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t t
w x Ž . w xfor t g 0, T . Integrating 2.8 over 0, t we find by the closedness of A,
tÇ› F¤ t s A F¤ t q f y Af q B ¤ s ds ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ht ž /0
Çw x Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .for t g 0, T . Here we have used F¤ 0 s f and › F¤ 0 s f. Byt
Theorem A2 we see that F¤ satisfies the following two equalities,
tt ÇF¤ t s T t f q lim T t y t f y Af q B ¤ s ds dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Hl ž /lx0 0 0
2.9Ž .
tÇA F¤ t s T t f q lim T t y t B ¤ t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H l
lx0 0
tÇy f y Af q B ¤ t dt , 2.10Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /0
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w x Ž . Ž .for t g 0, T . We estimate 2.9 by property s of Theorem A1 and3
Ž .condition a . This yields
v t 5 5F¤ t F Me fŽ . Ž .
t wŽ . xy tyt rlq lim M 1 y lvŽ .H
lx0 0
t
Ç5 5 5 5= f q Af q B ¤ s ds dt ,Ž .Ž .Hž /0
w x vT v T Žfor t g 0, T , and the right-hand side is bounded by Me R q Me T 2 R
ÇŽ Ž ... Ž . Ž . Ž .q Tl l R , because ¤ g E and f, f g S R = S R . Here we haveB E
Ž . Ž .used 2.3 . We estimate 2.10 similarly to find
vT v TA F¤ t F Me R q Me Tl l R q 2 R q Tl l R ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .B E B E
w xfor t g 0, T . Adding these inequalities we have
vT v T v TF¤ t F 2 Me R q R q T Me 2 R q TMe l l RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B E
qMevTl l R q l l R ,Ž . Ž . 4Ž . Ž .B E B E
w x Ž . Ž Ž ..for t g 0, T , and the right-hand side tends to 2 M q 1 R - l R asE
Ž .Ž . Ž . w x Ž .T x0. We note › F¤ t s w t for t g 0, T , and then we estimate 2.7t
similarly to the preceding arguments. This yields
vT v T› F¤ t F Me R q TMe l l R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t B E
and
vT v TA › F¤ t F Me R q l R q Me Tl l R k l RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t B › B E E
q l l R ,Ž .Ž .B E
w xfor t g 0, T ; hence,
w xlim sup sup › F¤ t : t g 0, T 4Ž . Ž .Ž .t
T x0
F M 2 R q l R q l l R - l R .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .B B E E
We therefore conclude that there is a T ) 0, depending only on R, such
Ž .that F E ; E.
Ž .Let T ) 0 be fixed arbitrarily so that F E ; E, and we then define a
metric d in E by
w xd ¤ , ¤ s sup ¤ t y ¤ t : t g 0, T . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ã
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LEMMA 2.3. There is a T ) 0, depending only on R, such that F is a
strict contraction on E.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let ¤ , ¤ g E. We have by 2.9 and 2.10 ,Ã
F¤ t y F¤ tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã
tt
vŽ tyt .F Me m l R ¤ s y ¤ s ds dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ÃH H B Ež /0 0
and
t
vŽ tyt .A F¤ t y F¤ t F Me m l R ¤ t y ¤ t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ã ÃH B E
0
t
q m l R ¤ t y ¤ t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ÃH B E
0
w xfor t g 0, T . Addition of these estimates gives
d F¤ , F¤ F T TMevT q MevT q 1 m l R d ¤ , ¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã ÃB E
which means that the mapping F is a strict contraction on E for some
T ) 0 depending only on R.
 4We now define a sequence u in E inductively byn
w xu t s f , for t g 0, T , and u s Fu , for n s 1, 2, . . . .Ž .0 n ny1
2.11Ž .
It follows from Lemma 2.3 that the limit,
u t s lim u t 2.12Ž . Ž . Ž .n
n“‘
w Ž .x w xexists in D A uniformly for t g 0, T . It should be noted here that one
cannot conclude u g E at once, because the metric space E is not
complete.
Ž . Ž .To prove the limit function u defined by 2.12 is a solution to 1.1 , we
Žw x w Ž .x.shall show that › u converges in C 0, T : D A as n “ ‘. By thet n
Ž .definition of u and 2.7 we haven
tÇ› u t s T t f q lim T t y t B u t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ht n l ny1
lx0 0
and
A › u tŽ .t n
Çs T t Af q B fŽ . Ž .Ž .
t
q lim T t y t › B u t , › u t dt y B u t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H l ny1 t ny1 ny1
lx0 0
2.13Ž .
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w x Žw x w Ž .x. Ž Ž ..for t g 0, T . Because u g C 0, T : D A , we have B u ? g
ÇŽw x . Ž . Ž . Ž .C 0, T : X by condition b . We note f g D A . Property s and1 2
Ž . Žw x .assertion ii of Theorem A1 enable us to define u g C 0, T : X byÇ
tÇu t s T t f q lim T t y t B u t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç H l
lx0 0
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .for t g 0, T . It follows from condition b and 2.12 that › u t1 t n
Ž . w x Ž .converges to u t in X uniformly on 0, T . Let l ) v. By 2.13 we haveÇ 0
A › u tŽ .t n
Çs T t Af q B f y B u tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . ny1
t
q lim T t y t › B u t ,Ž . Ž .ŽH l ny1
lx0 0
y1
l I y A l › u t y A › u t dt , 2.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . .0 0 t ny1 t ny1
w xfor t g 0, T .
We now introduce a complete metric space,
w x w xF s z g C 0, T : X : z t F l R , for t g 0, T ,Ž . Ž .Ž . 4E
with metric d defined byX
w xd z , z s sup z t y z t : t g 0, T . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã ÃX
Žw x .We want to find a unique fixed point of the mapping C: F “ C 0, T : X
defined by
Cz tŽ . Ž .
Çs T t Af q B f y B u tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
t y1q lim T t y t › B u t , l I y A l u t y z t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÇŽ .H l 0 0
lx0 0
w xfor t g 0, T , and we show that A › u converges to the fixed point of Ct n
Ž .as n “ ‘. The definition of C is unambiguous by property s and2
ÇŽ .assertion ii of Theorem A1, because the compatibility condition Af q
Ž .B f g D A is assumed.Ž .
LEMMA 2.4. C has a unique fixed point on F.
Ž . A Ž .A Ž .Proof. Because u g E for n G 1 we have by 2.12 , u t F l Rn E
5 Ž .5 Ž . w xand u t F l R for t g 0, T . A simple computation givesÇ E
y1A Al I y A l u t y z tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç0 0
y1F 1 q M l y v 1 q l 1 q l l R ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0 E
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w x Ž . Ž .for t g 0, T ; we therefore find by 2.3 and 2.4 ,
vT v TCz t F Me R q l R q l l R q Me Tl l R ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .B B E › B F
y1Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Ž . Ž . Ž .where l R s 1 q M l y v 1 q l l q 1 l R k l R . ThisF 0 0 0 E E
Ž .implies that there is a T ) 0, depending only on R, such that C F ; F.
Now, let z, z g F. We then haveÃ
Cz t y Cz tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã
t y1v Ž tyt .F Me › B u t , l I y A l u t y z tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÇŽ .H 0 0
0
y1y› B u t , l I y A l u t y z t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç ÃŽ .0 0
Ž .and it follows from 2.2 that the right-hand side is bounded by
y1v TMe Tm l R 1 q M l y v 1 q l d z , z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ÃŽ .› B F 0 0 X
which proves that C is a strict contraction on F for a smaller T ) 0. The
fixed point theorem asserts that Lemma 2.4 is true.
Ž .End of the proof of ii of Proposition 2.1. Let z be the fixed point of
C; namely, z satisfies
Çz t s T t Af q B f y B u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
t y1q lim T t y t › B u t , l I y A l u t y z t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÇŽ .H l 0 0
lx0 0
w x Ž .for t g 0, T . We subtract this from 2.14 , and then we estimate the
Ž . Ž . Ž .resulting equality by using condition a , 2.1 , and 2.2 . This yields
A › u t y z tŽ . Ž .t n
t
vŽ tyt .F Me r l R ; u t y u tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .½H › B F ny1
0
y1qm l R l I y A l › u tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . ŽŽ› B F 0 0 t ny1
yu t y A › u t y z t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .. Ž .Ç . 5t ny1
q m l R u t y u t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .B E ny1
w x Ž . Ž Ž ..for t g 0, T . Here we have used the fact that u t g S l R ;ny1 E
Ž Ž .. Ž .y1Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .S l R and l I y A l › u t y A › u t s › u t gF 0 0 t ny1 t ny1 t ny1
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Ž Ž .. w x Žw x w Ž .x.S l R for t g 0, T and n G 1. Noting that u “ u in C 0, T : D AF n
Žw x .and › u “ u in C 0, T : X as n “ ‘, we findÇt n
t
A › u t y z t F « q K A › u t y z t dt , 2.15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ht n n t ny1
0
w x  4for t g 0, T and n G 1, where « is a null sequence of positive numbers,n
Ž . 5 Ž . Ž .5and K is a positive constant. We set « t s lim sup A › u t y z tn“‘ t n
w x 5 Ž . Ž .5 A Ž .A 5 Ž .5for t g 0, T . Because A › u t y z t F › u t q z t Ft n t n
‘Ž . w x Ž .2l R for t g 0, T , we have « g L 0, T and Lebesgue's convergenceE
theorem implies
t
0 F « t F K « t dt ,Ž . Ž .H
0
w x Ž .for t g 0, T . Application of Gronwall's inequality gives « t s 0 for
w xt g 0, T ; namely,
lim A › u t y z t s 0,Ž . Ž .t n
n“‘
w x Ž .for t g 0, T . By 2.15 again, we have
w xsup A › u t y z t : t g 0, T 4Ž . Ž .t n
T
F « q K A › u t y z t dt ,Ž . Ž .Hn t ny1
0
and the right-hand side tends to zero as n “ ‘, by Lebesgue's conver-
gence theorem. Because A is a closed linear operator in X, we have
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . w xu t g D A and Au t s z t for t g 0, T . It follows thatÇ Ç
w xlim sup › u t y u t : t g 0, T s 0. 2.16 4Ž . Ž . Ž .ÇŽ .t n
n“‘
Ž . 1Ž x w Ž .x. Ž . Ž .This fact and 2.12 together imply u g C 0, T : D A and › u t s u tÇt
w x Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..for t g 0, T . We have by 2.8 › › u t s A › u t q B u t , andt t n t n ny1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .the right-hand side tends to A › u t q B u t in X as n “ ‘, by 2.12t
Ž . 1Žw x . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..and 2.16 . Hence › u g C 0, T : X and › › u t s A › u t q B u tt t t t
w x Ž . w xfor t g 0, T . We conclude that u is a solution to 1.1 on 0, T where T
depends only on R.
By virtue of Proposition 2.1, the following theorem can be proved by
Ž w x wstandard arguments see Goldstein 2, Section 2 in Chap. 2 and Pazy 9,
x.Section 6.1 .
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Ç ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.5. For each f, f g D A = D A with Af q B f
Ž x Ž .g D A , there are a t g 0, ‘ and a unique solution u to 1.1 onŽ . max
w .0, t satisfying eithermax
Ž .i t s ‘, ormax
Ž . ŽA Ž .A A Ž .A.ii t - ‘ and lim u t k › u t s ‘.max t › t tma x
Ž .Proof. By ii of Proposition 2.1, we define
w xt s sup T ) 0: the problem 1.1 has a solution on 0, T . 4Ž .max
Ž x Ž .Clearly, t g 0, ‘ . Assertion i of Proposition 2.1 and the definition ofmax
Ž . w .t together imply that there is a unique solution u of 1.1 to 0, t . Ifmax max
t s ‘ then the proof is complete. Now assume t - ‘. To concludemax max
ŽA Ž .A A Ž .A.the proof we shall show that lim u t k › u t s ‘. If this ist › t tma x
 4false, then there are a sequence t and a constant R ) 0 such thatn 0
t › t as n “ ‘ andn max
u t k › u t F R ,Ž . Ž .n t n 0
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .for n G 1. Because u t , › u t g S R = S R and A › u t qn t n 0 0 t n
2Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .B u t s › u t g D A for each n G 1, assertion ii of PropositionŽ .n t n
2.1 shows that there is a T ) 0, depending only on R , such that the0
problem,
› 2 ¤ t y A › ¤ t y B ¤ t s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t t NAWEŽ . n½ ¤ 0 s u t , › ¤ 0 s › u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n t t n
w xhas a unique solution on 0, T . Because t › t there is an integer n G 1n max 0
w xsuch that t y t - T. This implies that the solution u defined on 0, tmax n n0 0w x Ž . Ž .can be extended to 0, t q T , by defining u t q t s ¤ t where ¤ is an n0 0
Ž . w x Ž .solution to NAWE on 0, T . Note that T is independent of n. This isn0
a contradiction to the definition of t .max
3. GLOBAL EXISTENCE THEOREM AND
ITS APPLICATIONS
In this section we give a sufficient condition for the global solution of
Ž .1.1 under the assumptions in the previous section.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Assume that A and B satisfy conditions a , b , and b ,1 2
Ç ÇŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .respecti¤ely. Then for each f, f g D A = D A with Af q B f
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Ž .g D A , problem 1.1 has a global solution u if the following conditions areŽ .
satisfied:
Ž . 5 Ž Ž ..5 A Ž .Ai There is a constant K ) 0 such that B u t F K u t for
Ž .e¤ery t in the inter¤al of existence of solution u to 1.1 .
Ž . w . w .ii There is a nondecreasing function L: 0, ‘ “ 0, ‘ such that
5 Ž .5 ŽA A.A A Ž . Ž . Ž .› B w, z F L w z for w, z g D A = D A .
Ž xProof. By Theorem 2.5, there are a t g 0, ‘ and a unique solutionmax
Ž . w . Ž . Ž .u to 1.1 on 0, t satisfying either i or ii of Theorem 2.5. Assume tomax
ÇŽthe contrary that t - ‘. Because u is a solution to CP; f, f y Af qmax
? Ž Ž .. . w . Ž Ž . .H B u s ds on 0, t see the proof of i of Proposition 2.1 , we have0 max
Ž . Ž .by 2.5 and 2.6 ,
tt
v t v Ž tyt . Ç5 5u t F Me f q M e f y Af q B u s ds dt ,Ž . Ž .Ž .H H
0 0
and
tÇAu t F f y Af q B u s dsŽ . Ž .Ž .H
0
t
v t v Ž tyt .Ç5 5q Me f q M e B u t dt ,Ž .Ž .H
0
w . Ž . A Ž .A t A Ž .Afor t g 0, t . Assumption i yields u t F a q bH u s ds formax 0
w . A Ž .A w .t g 0, t ; hence u t is bounded on 0, t . We note that ¤ [ › umax max t
ÇŽ Ž Ž ... w . Ž .is a solution to CP; f, B u ? on 0, t . By 2.5 we havemax
t
v t v Ž tyt .Ç5 5¤ t F Me f q M e B u t dt , 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
w . Ž .for t g 0, t . Assumption i and what we have just proved togethermax
5 Ž Ž ..5 w .show that B u t is bounded on 0, t , and so is the right-hand sidemax
Ž . Ž . Ž .of 3.1 . We use 2.6 , and then we find by assumption ii ,
v t ÇA¤ t F B u t q Me Af q B fŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
t
vŽ tyt .q M e L u t ¤ t dt , 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
w . A Ž .A w .for t g 0, t . The claim that ¤ t is bounded on 0, t followsmax max
Ž .easily from the inequality of the Gronwall type obtained by adding 3.1
Ž . Ž .and 3.2 . This contradicts assertion ii of Theorem 2.5.
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We conclude this section by giving two applications of our abstract
Ž .theory. We first consider the problem 1.3 under the assumption that
2Ž . w xs g C R . Let X s C 0, 1 and define a closed linear operator A in X by
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  2w x Ž . Ž .Au x s mu0 x for u g D A and D A s u g C 0, 1 : u 0 s u 1
4 Ž . Ž w x.s 0 . It is known that A satisfies condition a see 1, Proposition 14.6 .
 w x Ž . Ž . 4Clearly, D A s u g C 0, 1 : u 0 s u 1 s 0 . The nonlinear operator BŽ .
Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .on D A is defined by B u x s s u9 x 9 for u g D A . Because
2Ž . Ž . Ž .s g C R , condition b is easily verified. Condition b is true with1 2
Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .› B w, z x s s 0 w9 x z9 x w0 x q s 9 w9 x z0 x for w, z g
Ž . Ž .  < Ž . < 4D A = D A . If, in addition, s satisfies sup s 9 r : r g R - ‘ then for
Ç 2 2 Ç ÇŽ . w x w x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .each f, f g C 0, 1 = C 0, 1 satisfying f 0 s f 1 s f 0 s f 1 s
0 and
Ç Çmf0 0 q s f9 9 0 s mf0 1 q s f9 9 1 s 0, 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . 1Žw . 2w x.there is a unique global solution u of 1.3 in the class C 0, ‘ : C 0, 1
2Žw . w x. nl C 0, ‘ :C 0, 1 , by Theorem 3.1. We note here that the problem in R
Ž . psimilar to 1.3 is studied in the L framework where n - p - ‘ by
w x w xKobayashi, Pecher, and Shibata 4 . By the results of Stewart 11 together
with our abstract theory, the similar problem to theirs might be studied in
the continuous functions. Another condition for global solvability is found
w x Ž .in the article by Yamada 14 . If s 0 s 0 and s 9 is nonnegative then
 < Ž . < w x4 w . w xsup u t, x : x g 0, 1 is bounded on 0, t , by 14, Lemmas 4.1]4.3 .x max
Ž . Ž .This fact implies condition i of Theorem 3.1, and so the problem 1.3 has
w xa global solution. The hypothesis in 14 is different from ours in that the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž wtechnical condition f0 0 s f0 1 s 0 is assumed instead of 3.3 see 14,
x.Remark 2.2 .
Finally, let us consider the hyperbolic equation with strong damping,
2 a¡ 2 1r2› u t q A u t Au t q m A› u t s 0, for t G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t t~ 3.4Ž .¢ Çu 0 s f , › u 0 s f .Ž . Ž .t
Here A is a nonnegative self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space H with
Ž . < <inner product ?, ? and the associated norm ? , and a G 1. Let X s H
Ž .and define two operators A and B by Au s ym Au for u g D A and
Ž . < 1r2 < 2 a Ž .B w s y A w Aw for w g D A , respectively. It is well known that
A is a densely defined m-dissipative operator in X, and B clearly satisfies
Ž . Ž . Ž .condition b . Condition b holds with › B w , z s y2 a1 2
< 1r2 < 2Žay1.Ž . < 1r2 < 2 a Ž . Ž . Ž .A w Aw, z Aw y A w Az for w, z g D A = D A , and
Ž . Ž .› B satisfies assumption ii of Theorem 3.1. By Theorem 2.5, problem 3.4
ÇŽ . Ž . Ž .has a local solution for each f, f g D A = D A . To see the global
Ž .solvability, we shall check assumption i of Theorem 3.1. To this end, let J
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Ž .be the interval of existence of solution u of 1.1 . Taking the inner product
Ž . Ž . Ž < Ž . < 2 Ž Ž .. < 1r2 Ž . < 2Žaq1..of 3.4 with 2 › u t , we find › › u t q 1r a q 1 A u t st t t
< 1r2 Ž . < 2 < 1r2 Ž . <y2m A › u t F 0 for t g J; hence A u t is bounded for t g J. Byt
Ž .the definition of B, assumption i of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. We
Ž .therefore conclude that problem 3.4 has a unique global solution in the
1 2 ÇŽw . Ž .. Žw . . Ž . Ž . Ž .class C 0, ‘ : D A l C 0, ‘ : H if f, f g D A = D A . It should
Ž . w xbe noted that problem 3.4 is discussed by Nishihara 7 and a class of
solutions in his sense is different from ours.
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